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this book is the fullest and most detailed study yet published in english of ernst toller s plays
and their most significant productions in particular the productions directed by karl heinz martin
jurgen fehling and erwin piscator are closely analyzed and the author demonstrates how brilliant
though they were they obscured or even distorted toller s intentions the plays are seen as
eminently stage worthy while worth lies in toller s use of language both in prose and inverse the
neglected puppet play the scorned lovers revenge is analyzed from a new perspective in the
light both of its language and its sexual theme so important in toller s writings as a whole the
reader is led to appreciate why toller was regarded as the most outstanding german dramatist
of his generation until after his death in 1939 his reputation was overlaid by that of brecht this
book should do much to restore toller to his proper place in theatre history reprint of the original
first published in 1862 reproduction of the original ossian in germany by rudolf tombo this book
explores the poetic articulations of a shift from a transcendent to an immanent worldview as
reflected in the manner of evaluation of body and soul in goethe s faust and Ḥāfiẓ divan focusing
on two lifeworks that illustrate their authors respective intellectual histories this cross genre
study goes beyond the textual confines of the two poets divans to compare important building
blocks of their intellectual worlds creative resilience and covid 19 examines arts culture and
everyday life as a way of navigating through and past covid 19 drawing together the voices of
international experts and emerging scholars this volume explores themes of creativity and
resilience in relation to the crisis trauma cultural alterity and social change wrought by the
pandemic the cultural social and political concerns that have arisen due to covid 19 are
inextricably intertwined with the ways the pandemic has been discussed represented and
visualized in global media the essays included in this volume are concerned with how artists
writers and advocates uncover the hope plasticity and empowerment evident in periods of
worldwide loss and struggle factors which are critical to both overcoming the covid 19 pandemic
and fashioning the post covid 19 era elaborating on concepts of the everyday and the outbreak
narrative creative resilience and covid 19 explores diverse themes including coping with the
crisis through digital distractions diary writing and sounds the unequal vulnerabilities of gender
ethnicity and age the role of visuality and creativity including comics and community theatre
and the hopeful vision for the future through urban placemaking nighttime sociability and
cinema the book fills an important scholarly gap providing foundational knowledge from the
frontlines of the covid 19 pandemic through a consideration of the arts humanities and social
sciences in doing so creative resilience and covid 19 expands non medical covid 19 studies at
the intersection of media and communication studies cultural criticism and the pandemic this
copiously annotated bibliography documents and examines the whole range of commentary on
strindberg s works and activity in many fields besides the plays for which he is internationally
best known these include his prose fiction and poetry his work as an historian and natural
historian and his relationship to the other arts most notably his painting it is concerned with
both lasting works of literary and dramatic criticism as well as reviews of his books and plays in
the theatre and some more ephemeral material all of this in several languages organised
generically and by subject and individual work the bibliography enables the reader to trace the
changing impact of strindberg and his works in various countries and during different periods it
is thus very much a study in reception as well as a bibliographical record of published material it
traces the developing image of strindberg and his writing both during his lifetime and in
subsequent years and with frequent cross reference offers a comprehensive overview of a
literary and existential project that has rarely been matched for its multifaceted diversity the
bibliography is published in three parts volume 1 general studies 978 0 947623 81 4 and volume
3 prose poetry miscellaneous 978 0 947623 83 8 are also now available michael robinson is
emeritus professor of drama and scandinavian studies at the university of east anglia norwich
mln pioneered the introduction of contemporary continental criticism into american scholarship
critical studies in the modern languages italian hispanic german french and recent work in
comparative literature are the basis for articles and notes in mln four single language issues and
one comparative literature issue are published each year perfect and beautiful notebook and a
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nice gift for your loved ones good for taking notes taking notes etc details cover matte finish
paper white size 6 9 inches pages 100 pages this book is a historical study of the use of asian
theatre for modern western theatre as practiced by its founding fathers including aurélien lugné
poe adolphe appia gordon craig w b yeats jacques copeau charles dullin antonin artaud v e
meyerhold sergei eisenstein and bertolt brecht it investigates the theories and practices of these
leading figures in their transnational and cross cultural relationship with asian theatrical
traditions and their interpretations and appropriations of the asian traditions in their reactional
struggles against the dominance of commercialism and naturalism from the historical and
aesthetic perspectives of traditional asian theatres it approaches this intercultural phenomenon
as a euro centred process of displacement of the aesthetically and culturally differentiated asian
theatrical traditions and of their historical differences and identities looking into the displaced
and distorted mirror of asian theatre the founding fathers of modern western theatre saw in
their imagination of the ghostly other nothing but a self reflection or more precisely a self
projection and emplacement of their competing ideas and theories preconceived for the
construction and the future development of modern western theatre literature and music in the
romantic movementóthe twenty four literary historians musicologists and philosophers who
have contributed to this book have taken the conjunction and seriously the eminently romantic
goal of unifying these two arts is scrutinized from several different angles in the attempt to
break new critical ground both on aesthetic principles and in re approaching some well known
works in mixed genres typical of the movement hans schulte reminds us in his retrospect that
what was a longed for goal for the romantics had once been a given a fait accompli to the
ancient greeks but the book is not backward looking on the contrary it reveals both the aesthetic
revolution at the beginning of the nineteenth century and its far reaching impact as the title
indicates through the nineteenth and into the twentieth century the editors from the preface co
published with mcmaster university reprint of the original first published in 1843 the present
volume meets a frequently expressed demand as it is the first collection of all the relevant
essays and articles which steven paul scher has written on literature and music over a period of
almost forty years in the field of word and music studies scher the daniel webster professor of
german and comparative literature at dartmouth college hanover nh usa is one of the founding
fathers of word and music studies and a leading authority in what is in the meantime a well
established intermedial field he has published very widely in a variety of journals and collections
of essays which until now have not always been easy to lay one s hands on his work covers a
wide range of subjects and comprises theoretical methodological and historical studies which
include discussions of ferruccio busoni thomas mann bertolt brecht judith weir the talking heads
and many others and which pay special attention to e t a hoffmann and german romanticism the
range and depth of these studies have made him the mastermind of word and music studies
who has defined the basic aims and objectives of the discipline this volume is of interest to
literary scholars and musicologists as well as comparatists and all those concerned about the
rapidly expanding field of intermedia studies this volume contains august friedrich pott s
einleitung in de allgemeine sprachwissenschaft which appeared between 1884 and 1890 in f
techmer s internationale zeitschrift für allgemeine sprachwissenschaft leipzig in addition the
volume contains pott s zur literatur der sprachenkunde europas leipzig 1887 the obituary by
paul horn göttingen 1888 and a preface to this new edition by e f k koerner the first
comprehensive study of nietzsche s earliest and extraordinary book the birth of tragedy lion
feuchtwanger s works appeared under the imprint of over 30 different publishers not including
the book club editions and the publishers of stage manuscripts jud su ss one of feuchtwanger s
best known works provides a perfect illustration of this complex publication history this work
was published before during and after feuchtwanger s exile by georg m 3252 ller drei masken
verlag th knaur verlag querido amsterdam forum stockholm and amsterdam neuer verlag
stockholm frankfurte verlagsanstalt b 3252 rgers taschenbu cher greifenverlag rowohlt
taschenbuchverlag fischer taschenbuchverlag deutscher bu cherbund bu chergilde gutenberg
and aufbau verlag lion feuchtwanger a bibliographic handbook is the first comprehensive
documentation of feuchtwanger s writings beginning with the earliest publications in 1905 it sets
out the entire history of feuchtwanger publications right up to the present day the most
important source for this bibliogra was the lion feuchtwanger memorial library in los angeles the
point of departure for notes on the german editions was the dissertation by gertrude goetz univ
of southern california 1969 recent research using advanced computer resources such as oclc
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and rlin as well as numerous visits to publishing houses and libraries have made it possible to
update and expand on details given in the dissertation this comprehensive handbook is the
ultimate reference work providing authoritative and international overviews of all aspects of
schools and schooling in asia split into 19 sections it covers curriculum learning and assessment
private supplementary tutoring special education gender issues ethnic minority education and
lgbtqi students in asian schools the volume displays the current state of the scholarship for
schools and schooling in asia including emerging controversial and cutting edge contributions
using a thematic approach the content offers a broad sweep of the region with a focus on
theoretical cultural and political issues as well as identifying educational issues and priorities
such as curriculum assessment teacher education school leadership etc all of which impact
students and learning in multiple ways the routledge international handbook of schools and
schooling in asia brings together experts in each area to contribute their knowledge providing a
multidimensional and rich view of the issues confronting the region s school and education
systems transforming the center eroding the marginsis a collection ofcritical articles about
recent and contemporary german literaturedesigned to stimulate discussion about german
speaking culture from thepoint of view of diversity the combination of broad
historicalapproaches and detailed textual analyses made it possible to present inthis volume a
spectrum of identities and positions within thegerman speaking sphere and sometimes even
within the work of a singleauthor examining the works of german speaking authors of
differentbackgrounds and countries of residence from many different points ofview shows that
the very concept of a unified german culture is aconstruct because of the increasing visibility of
various ethnic religious cultural and economic groups including migrant workers exiles and
immigrants multiculturalism and cultural diversity incentral europe have received considerable
attention in public debatesince the disintegration of the eastern bloc and the fall of the
berlinwall yet neither cultural diversity nor the gender issues examinedthroughout the volume
are recent phenomena upon closer scrutiny thenotions of center and margin are shown to have
origins in the nineteenthcentury and before the articles in this volume distinct in
theirapproaches and each one concerned with specific situations reveal anongoing decline of
mainstream discourse the erosion of the cultural center and a strengthening of what continues
to be referred to as marginal the literary and intellectual production of groups that areseen as
marginal is becoming ever more compelling and visible as isdocumented in transforming the
center eroding the margins conrad veidt a native of berlin began acting in small parts as an
extra until called into service during world war i after his discharge he began a theater career
that subsequently led to films and more than one turn as a director this work thoroughly details
veidt s film career it lists all movies that he was involved in and provides a synopsis cast and
crew and reviews of each film there are many photographs a list of films that he is thought
possibly to have been involved in and an extensive bibliography
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Lessing's Dramatic Theory 1939
this book is the fullest and most detailed study yet published in english of ernst toller s plays
and their most significant productions in particular the productions directed by karl heinz martin
jurgen fehling and erwin piscator are closely analyzed and the author demonstrates how brilliant
though they were they obscured or even distorted toller s intentions the plays are seen as
eminently stage worthy while worth lies in toller s use of language both in prose and inverse the
neglected puppet play the scorned lovers revenge is analyzed from a new perspective in the
light both of its language and its sexual theme so important in toller s writings as a whole the
reader is led to appreciate why toller was regarded as the most outstanding german dramatist
of his generation until after his death in 1939 his reputation was overlaid by that of brecht this
book should do much to restore toller to his proper place in theatre history

The Plays of Ernst Toller 2013-09-13
reprint of the original first published in 1862

Class List for English Prose Fiction, Including
Translations and Juvenile Books, with Notes for Readers,
Intended to Point Out for Parallel Reading the Historical
Sources of Works of Fiction 1877
reproduction of the original ossian in germany by rudolf tombo

Germanic Notes 1982
this book explores the poetic articulations of a shift from a transcendent to an immanent
worldview as reflected in the manner of evaluation of body and soul in goethe s faust and Ḥāfiẓ
divan focusing on two lifeworks that illustrate their authors respective intellectual histories this
cross genre study goes beyond the textual confines of the two poets divans to compare
important building blocks of their intellectual worlds

Notes & Queries 2022-05-08
creative resilience and covid 19 examines arts culture and everyday life as a way of navigating
through and past covid 19 drawing together the voices of international experts and emerging
scholars this volume explores themes of creativity and resilience in relation to the crisis trauma
cultural alterity and social change wrought by the pandemic the cultural social and political
concerns that have arisen due to covid 19 are inextricably intertwined with the ways the
pandemic has been discussed represented and visualized in global media the essays included in
this volume are concerned with how artists writers and advocates uncover the hope plasticity
and empowerment evident in periods of worldwide loss and struggle factors which are critical to
both overcoming the covid 19 pandemic and fashioning the post covid 19 era elaborating on
concepts of the everyday and the outbreak narrative creative resilience and covid 19 explores
diverse themes including coping with the crisis through digital distractions diary writing and
sounds the unequal vulnerabilities of gender ethnicity and age the role of visuality and creativity
including comics and community theatre and the hopeful vision for the future through urban
placemaking nighttime sociability and cinema the book fills an important scholarly gap providing
foundational knowledge from the frontlines of the covid 19 pandemic through a consideration of
the arts humanities and social sciences in doing so creative resilience and covid 19 expands non
medical covid 19 studies at the intersection of media and communication studies cultural
criticism and the pandemic
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Ossian in Germany 2018-04-04
this copiously annotated bibliography documents and examines the whole range of commentary
on strindberg s works and activity in many fields besides the plays for which he is internationally
best known these include his prose fiction and poetry his work as an historian and natural
historian and his relationship to the other arts most notably his painting it is concerned with
both lasting works of literary and dramatic criticism as well as reviews of his books and plays in
the theatre and some more ephemeral material all of this in several languages organised
generically and by subject and individual work the bibliography enables the reader to trace the
changing impact of strindberg and his works in various countries and during different periods it
is thus very much a study in reception as well as a bibliographical record of published material it
traces the developing image of strindberg and his writing both during his lifetime and in
subsequent years and with frequent cross reference offers a comprehensive overview of a
literary and existential project that has rarely been matched for its multifaceted diversity the
bibliography is published in three parts volume 1 general studies 978 0 947623 81 4 and volume
3 prose poetry miscellaneous 978 0 947623 83 8 are also now available michael robinson is
emeritus professor of drama and scandinavian studies at the university of east anglia norwich

Modern Language Notes 1891
mln pioneered the introduction of contemporary continental criticism into american scholarship
critical studies in the modern languages italian hispanic german french and recent work in
comparative literature are the basis for articles and notes in mln four single language issues and
one comparative literature issue are published each year

Rolf Hochhuth by Margaret E. Ward 1977
perfect and beautiful notebook and a nice gift for your loved ones good for taking notes taking
notes etc details cover matte finish paper white size 6 9 inches pages 100 pages

Quarterly Index of Additions to the Milwaukee Public
Library 1892
this book is a historical study of the use of asian theatre for modern western theatre as
practiced by its founding fathers including aurélien lugné poe adolphe appia gordon craig w b
yeats jacques copeau charles dullin antonin artaud v e meyerhold sergei eisenstein and bertolt
brecht it investigates the theories and practices of these leading figures in their transnational
and cross cultural relationship with asian theatrical traditions and their interpretations and
appropriations of the asian traditions in their reactional struggles against the dominance of
commercialism and naturalism from the historical and aesthetic perspectives of traditional asian
theatres it approaches this intercultural phenomenon as a euro centred process of displacement
of the aesthetically and culturally differentiated asian theatrical traditions and of their historical
differences and identities looking into the displaced and distorted mirror of asian theatre the
founding fathers of modern western theatre saw in their imagination of the ghostly other nothing
but a self reflection or more precisely a self projection and emplacement of their competing
ideas and theories preconceived for the construction and the future development of modern
western theatre

Systematic Catalogue of the Public Library of the City of
Milwaukee 1885
literature and music in the romantic movementóthe twenty four literary historians musicologists
and philosophers who have contributed to this book have taken the conjunction and seriously
the eminently romantic goal of unifying these two arts is scrutinized from several different
angles in the attempt to break new critical ground both on aesthetic principles and in re
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approaching some well known works in mixed genres typical of the movement hans schulte
reminds us in his retrospect that what was a longed for goal for the romantics had once been a
given a fait accompli to the ancient greeks but the book is not backward looking on the contrary
it reveals both the aesthetic revolution at the beginning of the nineteenth century and its far
reaching impact as the title indicates through the nineteenth and into the twentieth century the
editors from the preface co published with mcmaster university

Subject Index of Modern Works Added to the Library of
B.M. in Years 1880-1885 ... 1886
reprint of the original first published in 1843

Notes and Queries: A Medium of Inter-Communication for
Literary Men, Artists, Antiquaries, Genealogists, Etc
1859
the present volume meets a frequently expressed demand as it is the first collection of all the
relevant essays and articles which steven paul scher has written on literature and music over a
period of almost forty years in the field of word and music studies scher the daniel webster
professor of german and comparative literature at dartmouth college hanover nh usa is one of
the founding fathers of word and music studies and a leading authority in what is in the
meantime a well established intermedial field he has published very widely in a variety of
journals and collections of essays which until now have not always been easy to lay one s hands
on his work covers a wide range of subjects and comprises theoretical methodological and
historical studies which include discussions of ferruccio busoni thomas mann bertolt brecht
judith weir the talking heads and many others and which pay special attention to e t a hoffmann
and german romanticism the range and depth of these studies have made him the mastermind
of word and music studies who has defined the basic aims and objectives of the discipline this
volume is of interest to literary scholars and musicologists as well as comparatists and all those
concerned about the rapidly expanding field of intermedia studies

Shakspere's Werke, herausg. und erklärt von N. Delius.
[With] Nachträge und Berichtigungen 1855
this volume contains august friedrich pott s einleitung in de allgemeine sprachwissenschaft
which appeared between 1884 and 1890 in f techmer s internationale zeitschrift für allgemeine
sprachwissenschaft leipzig in addition the volume contains pott s zur literatur der
sprachenkunde europas leipzig 1887 the obituary by paul horn göttingen 1888 and a preface to
this new edition by e f k koerner

Modern Language Notes 1967
the first comprehensive study of nietzsche s earliest and extraordinary book the birth of tragedy

The Justice of Zeus 1971
lion feuchtwanger s works appeared under the imprint of over 30 different publishers not
including the book club editions and the publishers of stage manuscripts jud su ss one of
feuchtwanger s best known works provides a perfect illustration of this complex publication
history this work was published before during and after feuchtwanger s exile by georg m 3252
ller drei masken verlag th knaur verlag querido amsterdam forum stockholm and amsterdam
neuer verlag stockholm frankfurte verlagsanstalt b 3252 rgers taschenbu cher greifenverlag
rowohlt taschenbuchverlag fischer taschenbuchverlag deutscher bu cherbund bu chergilde
gutenberg and aufbau verlag lion feuchtwanger a bibliographic handbook is the first
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comprehensive documentation of feuchtwanger s writings beginning with the earliest
publications in 1905 it sets out the entire history of feuchtwanger publications right up to the
present day the most important source for this bibliogra was the lion feuchtwanger memorial
library in los angeles the point of departure for notes on the german editions was the
dissertation by gertrude goetz univ of southern california 1969 recent research using advanced
computer resources such as oclc and rlin as well as numerous visits to publishing houses and
libraries have made it possible to update and expand on details given in the dissertation

Index to the Catalogue of Books in the Bates Hall of the
Public Library of the City of Boston 1865
this comprehensive handbook is the ultimate reference work providing authoritative and
international overviews of all aspects of schools and schooling in asia split into 19 sections it
covers curriculum learning and assessment private supplementary tutoring special education
gender issues ethnic minority education and lgbtqi students in asian schools the volume displays
the current state of the scholarship for schools and schooling in asia including emerging
controversial and cutting edge contributions using a thematic approach the content offers a
broad sweep of the region with a focus on theoretical cultural and political issues as well as
identifying educational issues and priorities such as curriculum assessment teacher education
school leadership etc all of which impact students and learning in multiple ways the routledge
international handbook of schools and schooling in asia brings together experts in each area to
contribute their knowledge providing a multidimensional and rich view of the issues confronting
the region s school and education systems

A Subject Index of Modern Works Added to the Library of
the British Museum in the Years 1880-[95]: Works added
to the library ... 1880-1885 1886
transforming the center eroding the marginsis a collection ofcritical articles about recent and
contemporary german literaturedesigned to stimulate discussion about german speaking culture
from thepoint of view of diversity the combination of broad historicalapproaches and detailed
textual analyses made it possible to present inthis volume a spectrum of identities and positions
within thegerman speaking sphere and sometimes even within the work of a singleauthor
examining the works of german speaking authors of differentbackgrounds and countries of
residence from many different points ofview shows that the very concept of a unified german
culture is aconstruct because of the increasing visibility of various ethnic religious cultural and
economic groups including migrant workers exiles and immigrants multiculturalism and cultural
diversity incentral europe have received considerable attention in public debatesince the
disintegration of the eastern bloc and the fall of the berlinwall yet neither cultural diversity nor
the gender issues examinedthroughout the volume are recent phenomena upon closer scrutiny
thenotions of center and margin are shown to have origins in the nineteenthcentury and before
the articles in this volume distinct in theirapproaches and each one concerned with specific
situations reveal anongoing decline of mainstream discourse the erosion of the cultural center
and a strengthening of what continues to be referred to as marginal the literary and intellectual
production of groups that areseen as marginal is becoming ever more compelling and visible as
isdocumented in transforming the center eroding the margins

Goethe’s Faust and the Divan of Ḥāfiẓ 2019-10-21
conrad veidt a native of berlin began acting in small parts as an extra until called into service
during world war i after his discharge he began a theater career that subsequently led to films
and more than one turn as a director this work thoroughly details veidt s film career it lists all
movies that he was involved in and provides a synopsis cast and crew and reviews of each film
there are many photographs a list of films that he is thought possibly to have been involved in
and an extensive bibliography
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Creative Resilience and COVID-19 2022-03-20

Bulletin of Books in the Various Departments of
Literature and Science Added to the Public Library of
Cincinnati During the Year... 1887

An International Annotated Bibliography of Strindberg
Studies 1870-2005: The plays 2008

Book Bulletin 1926

MLN. 1915

They Both Die at the End 2021-07-18

The Use of Asian Theatre for Modern Western Theatre
2018-11-27

The Romantic Tradition 1992

Shakespeare's Dramatic Works and Poems, with Notes,
and Numerous Etchings on Steel 2024-05-28

Essays on Literature and Music (1967-2004) 2004

Bulletin of the Public Library of the City of Boston 1893

Notes and Queries 1856

Einleitung in die Allgemeine Sprachwissenschaft
(1884�1890) together withZur Literatur der
Sprachenkunde Europas (Leipzig, 1887) 1974-01-01

Greek Antiquity in Schiller's Wallenstein 1985
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Nietzsche on Tragedy 1981

Lion Feuchtwanger: Rezensionen und wissenschaftliche
Beiträge zu einzelnen Werken 1998

MLN. 1890

Routledge International Handbook of Schools and
Schooling in Asia 2018-05-11

The National Union Catalog, Pre-1956 Imprints 1968

Transforming the Center, Eroding the Margins 1998

Subject Catalog 2015-09-02

Conrad Veidt on Screen
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